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Atomic Spies?: The implosion of the Sudopiatov Charges

In what they mistakenly call an “oral history”, Jer-
rold L. and Leona P. Schecter have kno~vingly cwper-
ated with a KGB spymaster, Pavel Sudoplatov, and MIS
son, Anatoli Sudoplatov, ti drafting and presenting
charges of treason against Atomic Scientists Qppenhei.
mer, Fermi and Szilard without any substantiation ex-
cept the confused and contradictory word of tbe Sudo-
platovs.

This Public Interesf Report describes tbe muddle pro-
duced by Chapter 7, ‘<Atomic Spies” in the Little-
Brown publication Spectil Tasks by the four co-authors.
An intertiew with the Schecters is kcluded.

In a tru@oral tistory, one knows
at least who is speating. In thk
cme, the Schwters adtit that they
explOited the fact that th@son ka-
toli had “his own memories” of an-
ecdotes told over lunch and dinner
by other participants. (Preface, p.
fix)

hd in a true oral history, one
h= some idea of how, and in what
context, the persons stid it. In con-
trast, this chapter is such a polished
and dressed-up rendition, complete
with dates of evenfi 50 yeas old,
that it k hard to see through. h
effwt, the Schecters have func-
tioned m ghost-writem to put the
Sudopiatov charges in the best pos-
sible fight.

I

vel’s appeal for rehabflibtion in 1982 had @lked of his
success in obtiining information from such sources as
“the famous nuclear physicists R. Oppenheimer, E.
Fermi, K. Fuchs, and others”.

But some sources are “unwitting” and, even after
intense polkhing, the chapt@r has so little that it should
have given them pause and led them to show it to suit-
able experb on the U.S. atomic program —expe~
whose reactions later s~rtled them.

Six major Amerimn book r@views known to us have
bwn sharply negative on this chapter and wme scatb.
ing The Washington Post, New York Times, Wall S&eet

Journal, New York Review of
Books, New Republic, and Sci-

ence Magazine. (Only the Na-
tional Review, which said there
were “questionable claims
sprinkled tbrougbout tbe chap
tern somehow reached the ap
proving conclusion that it W=
“difficult to argue” that other
key episodes in the bmk were
“better dmumented tban[Sudo-
platov’s] treatment of the physi-
cis~”. Indeed, now that other
chapters are getthg close scr”ti.
ny, they are also having prob-
lems, according to reriews in
The New York Times and New
Republic.)

A clme exambation by Amer-
The Sudoplatovs may have tis- icm experk shows that the

led the Schwters into thtiins that “spies” chapter is riddid with
Pavel Sudoplatov had more &rect conhct with intelli.
gence than he did-telling them that he W= h charge of
atotic espionage in 1942 when it swms not to have hmn
untti ’45, when the key spytig was already over.

But the Schecters should have been more aleti to this

possibility of role itiation md invention concerning
atotic spies. They hew that Anatoli’s tiitial inquiry
and book synopsk, given to them as hterary agents, had
not mentioned an atomic spies chapter at all. It was
precisely the Schwtem, by their own account, who told
the Sudopkdovs that the book would not sell h the West

udes it had more names known h th@West.
True, the Sudoplatovs showed tbe Scbwters that Pa-

inconsistencies and a major, key, ~rovably falx anec-
dotti the Terle&ky affati, wherein Bohr is alleged to
have given secre~ to a Russian scientist. Worst of all, ib
bmie unsubs~ntbted charge of tremon and espionage
comes in two simple sentences tithout any elabora-
tion.

The charge is that Oppetieimer, Fermi and Szilard
“helped us plmt moles M Tenness&, Los Alamos, and
Chicago as misbnti in those tbrm labs” (pg. 190) md
that these moles “copied vital documenfi to which they
were allowed access by Oppenbetier, Femi and Szi.
lard, who were kno%n~y pati of the scheme!’. (pg.
192)
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(conlinuc,d from page 1)

The Schecters, after pointhg to 20 hours of vidm-
tapes of Sudoplatov m bac~ng up the book, have pro-
vided only a few minutes on this subject. (SW pg. 5) And
these three pages of video@pe transcript suggest that
Sudoplatov cannot tell the difference, at this remove,
between committal cowunisti— who wanted commu-
nism to have the bomb if capikdism were to have it—
and, on tbe other hand, the American scientis~ who
wanted titemationd politicaf cooperation on nuclear
ene~ ad the bomb.

Thk bmk not only lacks evidence, but imputes no
plausible motive, for ik umubs~ntiated charge. Sudo-
ptatov implies that American scientists cooperated be-
cause of fears of Germany, or to “prevent war”. But the
accused Amerimn scientis@ never believed that war-
ravaged Russia could beat Germany to the bomb. kd
the accused kerican wientkb cetiaitiy did not wmt a
nuclea arms race—a inevibble result if the Sotiets
got the bomb through espionage rather than pofitical
cmperation.

Bomb’s Existence Guaranteed Soviet Progress

Even if the accused scientk@ had wanted a <‘balance”
of terror among then dh=, why would these carefuMy
watched herican scientists @ke risks to give the Sovi-
e~ documenti to that end? As scientisfi, they well knew
that the Soviet Ution would, h due coume, get the bomb
once its existence became hewn—probably by our use
of it against Japan—with or without apionage. This is,
precisely, why Amefican scientists and other higher o~-
cials joined h urgtig political authorities to stati think-
ing at once about post-war cmperation.

Sudoplatov W= clearly wrong about Bohr’s degre@of
cwpration, which did not involve cl~~led informa-
tion md constituted httle more than providing the offl-
cia~y pubhshed Smfih repati. (See pg. 8) Accordingly,
Sudoplatov is stiil more in error in ch=ging that BOhr
had infected Oppenhetier and Feti tith the idea of
cmWrating with clwsified information.

Futiher, on grounds of character md pohtical atti-
tudes, everyone tivolved on the herican side, ticlud-
bg TeUer, behev~ this memoir is wrong about Fermi
who w= anti-comunkt ad apolitid. Ad the book’s
own appendices of actual, previously published Soviet
dmumenb show that the bmk is wrong b saying Soviet
spie lwrnd tiedia~ly of Ferti’s success titi tbe
pife— key Russian expti were still anticipating such
m achievement Sk months later.

Sudoplatov mys they rmeivd “very fipatit” ti-
formation from Szflmd b 1944 about his work at hs
Mmos. But Szifad never worked at bs Alamos and
never worked on bamb desi~. Op~nbeimer, acmrd-
@ to Sudoplatov’s hped remark, did not know that
Wck was engagd in espion~e. So why W= it “hew-
ing cmperation” for Op~fietier to have cmperated
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with Fuchs, a coHeague at the pro,ject? Tkis is only the
beginning of the internal a“d ex:er”al contradictio”~
with known facts.

Even Time Magazine, }vhich initially excerpted the
chapter without critical comment, has sine@ admitted
that the critics make a “troubling case” and said the
chapter had been <‘assaiIed by critics right and left,
scientists and historians, American and Russian”.

And so when tbe new Soviet intelligence agency de.

nounces the book as a “mosaic of truthful events, semi-
trutbs and open inventions>>, says the role of pafiici.
pans are interpreted in a “free md often wrong way”,
says that Pavel Sudoplatov had “access to atomic prob-
lems during a relatively btief Priti of time, a m@re 12
months from September 1945 to October 1946” md
says that his department “had no direct contact with tbe
agents’ network’>, then the new KGB seems much more
plausible than the old.

With so much dead wrong, and with the Sudoplat”vs
havhg been put on notice that they had much to gah by
sensational revelations, the unsubsbntiated charge that
these three senior scientis~ helped plant moles, md
shared dmuments with them, smms to hav@ been h-
vented. For a real mmssin, character assassination is a
trifle; many KGB graduates wem to enjoy pulling the
chain of the Western pre%.

Charges ktended To Provoke, Not Etiighten

Even without tiventions, there are six levels of ~ssi-

ble hy~ in accounk of this kind: agent hype, headquar-
ters bureaucratic hype, fadhg memory hype, ghost-
writer hype, secondary source (old war story) hype and
publishing hype (Mlting, book jacketi and promotion).
So such accounk nd to be examined, as Sovietologist
Adam Uhm has ob%med, with “extreme caution”.

As far as t~s chapter is concerned, the Schecters

s=m to have become the latest, albeit willing, victims of
Pavel Sudoplatov. When Sudoplatov refused to give
them any subshntiation of Ms charges, they should have
refused to print them or put them foward with caveati,
titer hating them exatined by exper~. And they
sbotid have gotten more about this on videotipe ad
relea~d it. Instead, Litfle-Brown h= put th]s account
forwad, in i~ pubhcity md on i@ bmk jacket, as es@b-
Ikhed fact md, indwd, as showkg “how” the espio-
n~e was done!

Little-Brown swms shaeless. One of its vice prei-
den~, Roger Donald, when asked if the bmk had bwn
sbom to expefi other than Robeti Conquest, who
wrote the htrodutiion, r@plied “Why would we?”

Yor whatever reawn, the Schecters are now function-

hg m spokesmen, with a stone wdl defense, for a very
dubious client whom they say they have come to betieve
was sticere but to whose mchortig vidmtips they ar@
not permitting prompt acc=s. They may my it is “his

story” but they are d@fen&ng it as if it were their own.
As with true believers in conspiracy theories, we can
novv expect a steady str@am of claims of supprtive
evidence.

The West needs a better system for assessing the flood
of future documents, and tbe question of what is ‘‘re-
sponsible behavior>> in deakng with this kind of material
needs to be raised. Panels of expefis including histori-
ans, biographers, and retird intelligence and counter.
intel~gence speciahsts should b@made ready to be con-
sulted on future such revelations.

There should be a certiin peer pressure on Western
co-authors and publishers, to use such expert advic@,
perhaps under conditions of confidentiality to protmt
the news value of the dkclosures. One possible place to
attach such a network would be the Cold War Interna-
tional History Project of the Woodrow WilsOn Inter”=.
tional Center for Scholars, which already functions in.
formally in this way.

After the senwtiond revelations are re]emed, there
should be a mechanism for =Xssing the cba~es and tbe
extent to which the authors and pubhsbing houses act@d
responsibly in handhng them. Comittees on individual
freedom md responsibility of the American Bar Assmi-
adon (ABA), American Association for tbe Advance-
ment of Science (AAAS), the American Association for
Slavic Studies (AASS), or the Ass~iation of American
hbtisbers (AAP) might be employed. This will have a
salutary influence on the publishing houses.

A flmd of KGB memoirs is on the way. The KGB
i~elf is preparing its own history. According to exper@,
dl such KGB stories have, thus far, contiined “inven-
tions”. What America needs nOw are ~~Wia~~~inven.
tions to deal with tb@m. —Jeremy J. Stone

❑

KGB’s Pa”e/ Sudoplatov (right) with son Anatoli
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WATCHING THE SUDOPLATQV DEBATE

At first, it all seemed interesting. Pavel Sudoplato”, a
deputy to Beria, seemed to have hcen in a position to know

of what he spoke: that Oppenheimer, Fermi, Szilard and
Bohr had ‘Lknowingly cooperated> with Soviet espionage

tohelpa then-ally lnakeprogress on an atomic bomb. Time
Magazine had excerpted much of the “Atomic Spies”
chapter and MacNeill/Lehrcr, on April 18, had put the

Schecters on the “Newshour” to talk about it. Willialn
Safirc, in The New York Times referred to it ~~ a ‘damning
book” and said ‘Assuming Sudoplatov’s second-hand, un-

supported recollection is true, “
But thenit was all downhill. Those closest to the Man-

hattan Project were the first to see its absurdity and errors.
In a joint letter, Hans A. Bethe, Robert R. Wilson and
Victor Weisskopf wrote MacNeill/Lehrer on April ly,
pointing out some errors and observing that ‘Newshour”
bad “helped a criminal, who has mounted a highly skilled

effort tomake himself rich, toslander somcofthcgreatcst
scientists of this century. ” Was it hype, dupe or a hoax?

A wire-service employee described the “media blitz>,
which, he said, is not uncommon nowadays. A press con-
ference by Little-Brown on Monday had delivered the
books to the press just as Time Magazine hit the stands
with its excerpts and with no time for tbe media to get a

second opinion. Since then everyone has been playing
catch up.

Theme Of Book Revealed In Chance Meeting

After reading the book, I ran into Jerry Schecter on
April 25 and seized the opportunity to ask whether, possi-
bly, a certain key sentence had hcen inadvertently hyped:

“Oppenheimer, together with Fermi and Szilard, helped
usplace moles in Tennessee, Los Alamos, and Chicago, as

assistants in those labs”. (pg. lY())
Perhaps, I volunteered helpfully toSchecter, translating

from Russian or garbled in transcription, it meant that
“information gleaned from,’ these persons had helped em-
place the moles. [This would, certainly, be less offensive,
albeit only subtly different in English, More, it would mesh
with thechapter>s closing: “Although wemanaged to pen-

etrate the project by planting scientists close to Oppenhei-
mer, Fermi and Szilard and through Fuchs, we “]

Jerry said, to the contrary, that it was the “theme” of the
book that these famous American scientists had knowingly

helped. Onquestion, hesaidthat the book had been writ-
ten in “both English and Russian>,, which left me con.
fused.

The next day, Priscilla Johnson McMillan, a biographer

of Oppenheimer, attacked the book ontheop-ed page of
The Washington Post saying that “The four—Niels Bohr,
Robert Oppenheimer, Enrico Fermi and Leo Szilard—
could not have committed the actions of which they are
accused”.

Key charges were debunked: that Oppenheimer’’sug-

gested that Klaus Fuchs be included in the Los Alamos
British Team”; that Bohr had helped Tedetsky in the fash-

ion described in the book; that Fuchs had planted the idea

that Fermi, Oppcllheimer and S~ilard opposcdthchydro-

gcn bomb; and more.
The same day (April 26), the American Physics Society

noted that the man making these charges had character-
ized himself as a “master of deccptio” and deceit>>, de.

nounccd the charges and called for a full investig>ltion.
Norman Ramscynotcd that the book’sprcface had itself
observed that “even the most secret documents of the

Stalinist period often contain gross falsifications”.

20 hours of Taped “Reminiscences>~

Jerry said that hehad20 boursof taped reminiscences
and, if I wanted, hc offered grandly, I could look at them. I
said I did not understand Russian. He did not tell me that
he had English transcripts of them or mention that, in fact,
c)nly a very fcw minutes of tape rchlted to the ;ttomic
scientists chapter. Nor did he provide them, later, when we
asked forthem in writing. (And only later did I reflect that

20 hours is not much to base a book upon; it was probably
designed to protect the American co-authors.)

The Schecters did give acopy of those few minutes of
transcript to one of their critics and it was further disturb-
ing. (Secpg,5)

In the first place, even in response to leading questions
posed by Anatoli Sudoplatov, Pavel Sudoplatov flatly de-
nies that Oppenheimer knew Fucbswas a spy: (“We’renot
talking about his knowing there was a connection to Soviet
espionage, Soviet espionage was never mentioned”). Ffeis
not sure, in fact, that Oppenheimer knew that Fuchs was

sympathetic to the Soviet Union (“Maybe Oppenheimer
knew about his feelings. “).

So then, what is the meaning of the now widely de-
bunked charge in the book (p. 193) that “In 1943, under
the influence of Kheifetz and Elizabeth Zarubina, [Oppen-
heimer] suggested that Klaus Fuchs be included in the Los

Alamos British team,’?
On May 1, RoaId Sagdecv—well experienced with Sovi-

et affairs as a scientist who has just completed his ow”
memoir, The Making of a Soviet Scientist (WiIey)—re-
viewed the book for The Washington Post. He said this
chapter was “full of easily detectable inconsistencies and
fiactuai errors”. Heobsewed that Terletsky, who worked

for the KGB, had published an account of his meeting with
Bohr that did not hide his “disappointment, indeed annoy.
ante with Bohr, for avoiding any scientific remarks that
might have gone beyond that which had been written in

open literature”. This flatly contradicted the book in one
of the only incidentsin the chapter that had enough color
andsubstantiation to check. (See pg. 8)

WOOdrOw Wilson Center Confrontation

I urged the Woodrow W1lson Center to add critics to its
panel of Jerrold and Leona Schecter and Anatoli Sudopla-
tov and, at the subsequent confrontation, on May 2,

(continued on page 12)
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THE TAPE: SUDOPLATOV ORAL HISTORY

Editor’s iVote: The following i,! a pordon ofa laped inrer-
view with Pavel Sudoplatov concerning atomic spies which

the Schecters made available toac~itic of thechaptcr. Iti,s
reprinted here without alteration. Material in bracket,~ are

questions orpromptsfrom the interviewer, Anatoli Sudo-

platov.

ATOMIC ESPIONAGE -10:30 (Starts 1 minute into vid-
eo)

The atomic problem began in 1Y44, in the second half of

’44 when I was ordered to be in charge of spying forthc
atomic problem.

Beria was the orqanizer of this whole business. He called
meandsaid toorganize this division. He said: we’ll callit

“S” for Sudoplatov, We had major specialistsin physics
and of course an enormous amount of translators working
on making use of the espionage materials on the atomic

problem from the US and England. We had concentrated
together the material collected by the chekists, the agents
of the secret police, andthcmaterial collected by military
intelligence.

[As is evident in these documents from that time, there
were five most serious reports which helped and led to the

establishment ofwork hereon atomic weapons. ]The first
reports were from Grigoriy Markovich Kheifetz. There
were Oppenheimer’s plans for the atomic bomb, and the
development of his work into industrial areas. [When was

that? ]This was approximately 1942 and ’43. Again in’43,
were the results of Fermi’s experiments received from Pon-

tecorvo. Here I would like to underline to you all the time
that we are talking not about these comrades; comrades
that’s an old way of speaking. These scientists were not our

agents, Lord save us. We’re not talking about that. An
agent is someone under your command. They were not
under our command. Not one of these people.

[But they passed material to you?] We received material
all the same. But is wasn’t from agents that we received
materials. We received materials from people who were
fearful of the spread of the atomic plague, people who

were worried about the future of our world, They didn’t
want the atomic problem to remain just in the hands of

some, for it all to remain the monopoly of the US. They
wanted others to have it too.
(Time code -01:03:50:00)

In 1944, we received from Szilard material about his
work at Los A1amos. This was very important, and re-
ceived with great approval and interest by our scientists:
Kurchatov, Alikhanov, Klkoin. In 1945 wc received from
Fuchs an unpublished chapter of the report of the US
atomic commission. These materials were passed by Op-
penheimer and Fermi to Fuchs and then to our courier

Fielding. From there it came to us. These were not spies or
agents. They were scientists saving the world from war.

Don’t forget one thing which I want to specify: not every
scientist communicating with our workers overseas was

(]nc of our agents. We didn’t have to recruit anyone into a
network of agents. We established kind, friendly rciations
with them, in the course of which we received a lot of

interesting information, talking on all sorts of subjects.
[But Oppenheimer and Fermi passed interesting docu-
merits. ] Absolutely. [Do you remember the pseudonyms
used in the telegrams that we looked at yesterday?]
Charles is Fuchs, Star is Szilard. [And Miad, another
source, is Pontecorvo?] I think so. yes.

These weren’t people who could be bought, [But they
gave you information in written form. 1 Sometimes they
gave us inforlnation in written form when wc asked for it.
They gave it in written form. These were people who liked
the Soviet Union very much. They didn’t want knowledge

of the atomic bomb to be concentrated solely in certain
hands. It was on these factors that the sympathies of Op-
penheimer and many others were based. There was the
fear that the US hadn’t developed the project far enough
yet. The US didn’t have enough of it’s own physicists of
international stature.

(Time code -01;06:35:00)
[What is known about the relationship between Oppen-

heimer and Fuchs?] Well, what is known is that they
worked together first of all, and Oppenheimer valued
Fuchs highly as a physicist, as a person who could play an
essential positive role in solving the atomic problem. [Did

Oppenheimer know about Fuchs’ sympathies to the Soviet
Union?] Maybe Oppenheimer knew about his feelings,
and this may have made them closer to some degree. But

of course we’re not talking about his knowing there was a
connection to Soviet espionage. Soviet espionage was nev-

er mentioned. This was all in terms of friendship and re-
spect for the Soviet Union. It was a sincere desire to help a
friend to not be defenseless in the face of this threatening
enemy and thrtiatening weaponry like the atomic bomb.
[But nonetheless in 1945 after Germany had been defeat-

ed, according to this telegram, there was still top secret
material coming out of the US about atomic weaponry. So
were these scientists doing this knowingly?] Without a
doubt, yes. Without a doubt it was done knowingly.

[The FBI followed closely Communist party members
who were close to Oppenheimer. Oppenheimer cut off
these ties with communists. Was he advised to do this by
Liza Zarubina and Kheifetz?] We told them and others
necessary to us with whom we were working to sever their
ties and distance themselves from the local Communist

parties. [That was a directive of Beria and yours?] Yes,
[That’s a professional intelligence operation.] Absolutely
right, absolutely right.

[Semyonov recruited the Rosenberg for espionage
work, but what role did they play in obtaining information
for tbe atomic problem?] Well 1’11tell you, and I will
underline once again that the Rosenberg were not our

agents. They were the source of information for a whole
(continued on next page)
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line of other questions, and that’s where it all began. It all

began with other questions, and then wc established very
close and trusting relations with them. [So they were never

paid?] My God, there was ttcver any question of paying
them. That would have been an insult. [So they voluntarily
helped Soviet espionage?] Of course, of course, of cOurs~.
They had the greatest respect for the Soviet Union.
(Time code -01:09:45:00)

Niels Bohr helped us by the way. [How did that hap-
pen?] Our people ran into a particular difficulty. Our spc-
cPalists who were working in a certain direction ran into a
dead end. What to do? Turn to Oppenheimer? We decided

not to, but to turn to Bohr instead. [That was 1Y46?]
Approximately, but it’s been awhile you know. Yes,

and we dccidcd to turn to Bohr. We took SLyounz wc>rker

from sny division “S”, which I told you about, ~] young
theoretical physicist, and wc sent him tc~ Bohr. Denmark,
at the time, had been rcccntly liberated from the Germ>lns
by the Red Army, and attitudes in general to Soviet Rus-
si:ins were especially warm. Bohr received this young phys-

icist, just starting {Jut, and gave him all the information we

wanted, but he didn’t know that the fellow had been sent
by Sudoplatov. And as a result we received. the very impor-
tunt inform:~tion necessary to find the exit from the dead

end. [To Iauncb the atomic reactor.] And Bohr told us ho}v
to do it.

H

FAS Interview

— Self-deserik
“We ttink Sudoplatov may be wrong,” Jerry

Schecter says firmly, “but we definitely think he be-
lieves what he h= said.” (He and Leona nti enthusiasti-
cally.) They think the b=ic charge that Oppenheimer,
Fermi and Szilard “planted moles” and let them copy
papers is “plausible. ‘‘ “1 don’t think he had any reason
to make it up,” she says.

Q. What about the fact that this one charge is carry-
ing the bmk in the West and that you, yourselves,
sensitid the Sudoplatovs to the need for more informa-
tion on the West?

A. It is befig sold in other countries in the West for
other revelations—gold in Spain, Serge in Japan. Let’s
not overplay, the Schwters were duped’ line, thk man
was the imtitutiond memory of the KGB. There are
rmords and we have broken the dam on Al kinds of
stories.

Q. The bmic charge here is that there was ‘knowing
cmperatiott’; with whom is the ‘knowing cooperation’
tiking place?

with the Schecters

)ed “Grand Jury’9

A. Well . . . they were told they were helping ‘anti-
fascist scientis~’.

Q. Of what nationality?
A. I don’t know. Sudoplatov has declined to discuss

ttis.
Q. So h wasn’t knowing cooperation with a Soviet

espiOnag@ring?
A. No. We asked him who the moles were, and he said

‘You don’t have to know this.’
Q. Doesn’t everybody in the world who r@ads the

bmk think ‘knowing cooperation’ means cooperation
with Soviet espionage?

A. Well, Sudoplatov says they weren’t agents but that
‘absolutely, they knew’. He says they hew they were
passing information to friendly anti-fascist sources. He
says they admired us and wanted to help us.

A. We didn’t create this it is his testimony and not
our version. [He refers to the text on pages 190, 193 ad
194.] What we have presented is an oral h~to~. Sudo-
platov k a master of intelkgence operations. The chapter
is hk account of his role in it and how it work~ from an
intelligence poht of tiew. TKISwas dott@in thespirit of
the Khrushchev memoirs, i.e. let ftim tell his own story.
Some of the things he h= said about situations in Ameri-
ca seemed to me off the wall but we let h~m tell it.

Q. But the book jacket says that the book tells “how”
the espionage W= done, as if it were estibbshed fact.

[Jerry pick up the bwk to review the bmkjacket as
if this has just recurred to tire.]

Q. Do you believ@ tbk guy?
A. Yes, on how he runs the intelligence operation.

These operatives of his, such M Kheivesty and Vmsi-
Ievsky and Zwuhii cme to his house afier his release
from prison and tiked about it. ~o of them worked
with Oppenhetier. Ad Vassilevsky says Ponkcorvo
says Fermi agred to cwperate. There W= a swret

American co-authors Jerrold (Jerry) and Lc<]na$checter (continued on next page)
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SUDOPLATOV’S MEMOIR IS SECOND HAND

The basic problem with the Sudoplatov book is that he
(or rather his co-authors) claim that h. was in charge of
atomic espionage from 1941 throughout the war, when in
fact he was not. Therefore, he cannot be considered a

credible first-hand source for any of the accusations against
Western scientists.

Mr. Sudoplatov’s career is fairly easy to trace. Sudopla-
tov was indeed a deputy director (one of several deputies)
of the NKVD foreign intelligence division from 1Y3Y to

early 1942. But this did not mean he sat at a desk sifting
through intelligence reports gathered by agents in the

West. No, Mr. Sudoplatov ran a special section of the
foreign intelligence division that handled “wet affairs” —
murders, terrorism, sabotage. He also oversaw the notori-
ous poison laboratory in Moscow, where doctors experi-
mented on prisoners by injecting them with poisons that
were developed for Sudoplatov’s “wet affairs. ”

In 1Y42 Mr. Sudoplatov moved from the foreign intelli-

gence department to head the Fourth Directorate of tbe
NKVD, which directed the partisan movement—gucrilla

operations, including terrorism and sabotage, behind Ger-
man lines. Thus, from 1942 to late 1944, Mr. Sudoplatov
continued with his career specialty. He could not have had
time to follow intelligence reports on the development of
the zitomic bomb. And he was not in a position to do so.
Those reports often went directly to Beria, or to Leonid
Kvasnikov, who directed atomic espionage in 1Y42-43.

Sudoplatov’s claim that in 1942 Beria made him “direc-
tor t]f intelligence” for the Special Committee on the Atom
Bomb is completely false. The Special Committee was not
even formed until August 1945. Mr. Sudoplatov’s name

dots IIot appear in any of the documents that have been
published from the Soviet archives relating to atomic espi-

onage. It also does not appear in any of the memoirs of
former intelligence officers who were engaged in atomic
espionage. —Amy Knigkt

❑
Amy Knight, Senior Research Specialist at tke Library of

Congress, is tke autkor of Beria: Stalin’s First Lieutenant
(IYJ3)
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50HR: NOT PROVIDING CLASSIFIED DATA

Editor’.! Note: The following is a key, as yet unpub-

lished, document by Alexci Kojevnikov of the Institute for
History of Science in Moscow. Kojevnikov interviewed
Terletsky about the Bohr incident and then comp~red his
results with the Sudoplatov book. Errors of spelling and
syntax that appear in the transcript have been preserved
here. “PS” (for Pave] Sudoplatov) reflects paragnlphs

from the chapter “Atomic Spies,” while “AK” gives the
author’s summary of Terletsky’s version of events.

Terletsky At Odds With Sudoplatov

AK: In winter 1992-1993, I together with Aljdrei Andrc-

ev, my colleague at the Institute for History of Science and
Technology, interviewed Terletsky within the framework
of an oral history project on the history of Soviet physics.
At the end of the interview Terletsky released a tape with
at that time completely unknown story of his Copenhagen

mission. The recording was subsequently transcribed, edit-
ed and signed by the author before he died in late 1993.

The complete document with comments will be published
in June in the Russfian journal in tbc history of science
“Voprosy istorii estestvoznaniya i tcchniki”, # 2 of 1994.
Major part of the text consists of Terletsky’s diary notes
taken during or shortly after his trip to Copenhagen.

In the following, I shall use Terlctsky and other sources
for commenting on paragraphs from Sudoplatov’s mem-

oirs. This can help to draw a line between confirmed state-
ments and allegations.

PS: “A pivotal moment in the Soviet nuclear project

occured in April or May 1946. The first Soviet nuclear
reactor had been built, but all attempts to put it into opera-

tion ended in failure, and there had been an accident with
plutonium. How to solve the problem? One idea, which
proved unrealistic, was to send a scientific delegation to
the U.S. to meet secretly with Oppenheimer, Fermi and
Szilard. Another suggestion to solve the problem of the

balky reactor was to send (someone) to see Niels Bohr in
Denmark. ”

Copenhagen Mission Misconstrued

AK: The date is not correct, like some other dates in

Sudoplatov’s book. Terletsky met Bohr on 14 and 16 No-
vember 1945. Neither then, nor even in spring 1946, could

there be any problem with initiating a nuclear reactor, to
say nothing about an accident with plutonium. Soviet work
was at a much earlier svage: only small quantities of urani-
um and graphite were available for physical measure-
ments. The house for the future reactor was finished only

in June 1946 (See: I.F. Zhezherun. Stroite~stvo i pusk
pervogo v Sovetskom Soyuze atomnogo reaktora. Mos-
cow, 1978, pp. 98-106). Thus, what Sudoplatov wrote
about the scientific side and the purpose of the Copenha-
gen mission, is a fantasy. Terletsky first heard of the
planned operation on 20 October 1945. The decision could
be trigged by, perhaps, Bohr’s lecture on 3 October at the

Ni<,/,sB,,h,- in /947

Danish Engineering Society, which was described in press
as a rclcasc of secret inforrnatic>n, or by Bohr’s letter to

Piotr Kapitra of 21 October, the sending of which he prob-
ably had discussed in advance with Soviet diplomats.

PS: “We decided to send one of our officers, Yakc>v

Tcrlctsky, a physicist who had processed and edited all the
scientific information that was gathered by our intelligence
networks, should be sent to see Nick Bohr in the guise of a
young Soviet scientist working on a project. With the ex-

ception of Kurchatov, he was the most knowledgeable and
would be able to hold his own with Bohr and to seek his
advice. Terletsky could not be sent alone on such a critical
assignment, so he was accompanied by Lev Vassilevsky.
He would lead the conversation with Bohr while Terletsky
\vould handle the technical details. ”

AK: Terletsky, physicist from Moscow University, was

hired in September 1945 by KBG (called NKVD at the
time) to supervise translations of American classified re-
ports on uranium project from English into Russfian. Hc
was a very able theoretical physicist with, however, no
experience in nuclear topics. He had only started acquaint-
ing himself with intelligence reports, and had no real
knowledge of what was going on in the Soviet project, thus

Bcria was not afraid of sending him abroad. Four top
atomic physicists instructed Terletsky in one-hour-and-a-
half lecture and compiled a questionnaire, which he had to
learn by heart before meeting with Bohr. Moreover, nei-
ther Terletsky nor Vassilevsky could converse in English
well enough, and they had to be accompanied by an inter-

preter. Overestimating Terletsky’s knowledgeability, Su-
doplatov strives to present what actually was a quickly and
untidily prepared operation as a very well planned one.

(continued on page 12)
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FERMI: ANTI-COMMUNIST AND APOLITICAL

The best possible character ~,itness, in this cz~se, for

Fermi is Edward Teller. Teller, who was a key witness
against Oppenheimer in the proceeding that stripped Op-

penheimer of a clearance, was later ostracized by the
American scientific community for his testimony.

In a May 11, 1994 article in The Wall Street Journal,
Teller said:

“I bad the privilege of being a C1OSCfriend of Fermi’s

from 1932 until hc died in 1954. I consider it my duty to
contradict the claims of the Sudoplatovs.

“I have no reason to doubt that the NKVD (the prede-
cessor of the KGB) had a few moles placed in Los Alamos.
That Fermi helped to place these moles in Los Alamos or
Oak Ridge, Term., or that hc left documents lying around

so the moles could see and transmit them to the Soviet
Union, is not supported by evidence and, I believe clearly
wrong

“I never detected—not even in revealin& side re-
marks—any tendency in Fermi to be anything but critical
of communism and the Soviet Union. Fermi was apolitical.
But he simply and clearly opposed the Stalinist nightmare
even more than he opposed Mussolini.

“1 knew Klaus Fuchs quite well, and when the news of
his spying arrived in 1949, I had an instant reaction that at

last there was an explanation of his peculiar reserve and of
his occasional remarkable silences. But, in Fermi, there
was nothing unexplained, except the fact of his unparal-

leled genius. ”

Richard Garwin, A Student of Fermi Agrees

Garwin, FAS Fund Chairman, writes: I met Enrico Fer-
mi at the University of Chicago in 1947 and worked with
him to rcccive my Ph.D. in physics there in 1949. We
continued to interact as members of tbe physics faculty,

but especially at Los Alamos beginning in 1950 when I
began the first of many summers of consulting on nuclear
and thermonuclear weapons and weapons tests. Fermi was
an extremely cautious person in dealing with the bureau-

cracy; he advised me specifically that I should not imagine
using even one laboratory envelope for a personal letter.
Whatever his political sympathies, be would never have

knowingly allowed a secret document to be copied to be
sent outside the Manhattan Project security system.

But in fact Fermi dld not have any strong political views;
indeed he had a strong apolitical view. His friend and col-
league from Italy and New York, Mario G. Salvadori, re-

cently recounted that Fermi told hlm right after the war, “I
was put on Earth to make certain discoveries, and what the

pofitical leaders do with them is not my business. ” Though
apolitical, Femi had no sympathy for communism.

Garwin notes that the transcript of the raw interview
with Sudoplatov on the MacNeil/Lehrer program appears
contradictory.

SUDOPLATOV: In 1945 we received from Fuchs an
unpublished chapter of the report of the US atomic com-

Edwu,-d T<,/ler(lt:fl) and Enrico Fe,-mi in 195/

mission. These materials were passed by Oppenheimer

and Fermi to Fuchs and then to our courier Fielding. From
there it came to us. These were not spies or agents. They

w,erc scientists saving the world from war.
“Fuchs and Pontecorvo were spying for the Soviet Un-

ion ,“ Garwin reminds. “AS a member of the British dele-
gation at Los Alamos, Fuchs had the same access to all
secret technical information as any other staff member, in

the interest of building the atomic bomb in the shortest
possible time. Fuchs had no need to bc ‘passed’ informa-
tion from Oppenheimer or Fermi; it came to him legiti-
mately ❑

Reactions to Other Chapters in the Book

Walter Laqueur writes in the New Repc(blic: “How

reliable a witness is Sudoplatov? To judge by the non-
nuclear pan of the book (twelve chapters out of thir-
teen) his record is dubious What the author says
about pre-war Yugoslavia, about Iraq in the 1950s,
about Germm Communists in the 1930s, about Rus-

sian emigres, about the purge of the Soviet generals in
1937 and a great many other subjects is wrong, at least
in pafi. ”

Adam UPam wtites in The New York Times: “The
most demonstrable distofiion of historical facts in the
book is its treatment of Ed~ud Benes branded

outright a Soviet agent by Mr. Sudoplatov. The story
is not only a slmder but also nonsensical. There was

no reason for Benes to flee through a ‘clandestine’
route as Mr. SudopIatov puts it The Serbian
off]cers’ coup cme in 1941, not 1938, and had
nothins to do with Benes. ” w
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SZILARD: NOT AT LOS ALAMOS IN 1946. NOT A BOMB DESIGNER

Genius in the Shadows, my biography of Leo Szilard,
was going into production in 1992 when Jerrold Schecter
called to ask what I knew about Szilard’s role as a Soviet

SPY during the Manhattan Project. At first bemused, I
became disturbed when it was clear that he was not joking.

Nothing in my 9 years of research, 1 told him, and none of
the more than 200 persons I had interviewed, had yielded

even a trace of evidence to support Schccter’s line of inqui-

rY. 1 urged him to share at once any evidence he found, so I
could change my book before the presses rolled.

He had no evidence then, and has none today, although

Schecter, his wife Leona, and the Sudoplatovs have since
repeated this slanderous charge in Special Tasks, in a Time
Magazine book excerpt, and on television and radio.

Their “checkbook history” defames four of our centu-
rY’s greatest scientists—Bohr, Fermi, Oppenheimer, and
Szilard—with no evidence and a compost of factual errors.

It also poisons the intellectual discourse now underway to
fathom and explain the causes and consequences of the

nuclear age and the Cold War.
Further undermining Schccter’s credibility, these inter-

views show the old man being led by his co-authors to state
unfamiliar conclusions and vague charges. Had the

Schecters checked with published sources, archival and
private documents, researchers, biographers, and living
witnesses to the Manhattan Project they would have dis-

covered how gravely false were their allegations against
the four scientists.

Six Mistakes Easily Proved

1) “The most vital information for developing the first

Soviet atomic bomb ,“ the book claims, “came from scien-
tists designing the American atomic bomb at Los Alamos,
New Mexico—Robert Oppenheimer, Enrico Fermi, and
Leo Szilard. ” These three and “Szilar&s secretary” are
often cited as intelligence sources. [page 172] But Szilard
never went to Los Alamos until 1956, a decade after the

Manhattan Project had ended, and he never worked on
bomb design, only on the early development of nuclear
reactors. What’s more, Szilard never had a secretary of his
own, but used the stenographer pooi at the Manhattan

Project’s Metallurgical Laboratory (Met Lab) at the Uni-
versity of Chicago from 1942 to 1946.

2) The book credits Elizabeth Zarubin, the wife of a
Soviet spy in Washington, with “recruiting one of Szilard’s
secretaries, who provided technical data. ” [189] Again the
co-authors provide no evidence: no secretary’s name, no
dates, no technical data.

3) The book states that “Oppenheimer, together with

Fermi and Szilard, helped us place moles in Tennessee,
Los Alamos, and Chicago as assistants in those three labs.”

[190] Throughout the chapter Oppenheimer, Fermi, and
Szilard are described as a conspiratorial trio. Yet the three
never worked together: Oppenheimer worked with Fermi
at Los Alamos, Fermi with Szilard at Chicago. Ironically,

the only documented wartime meeting between Oppenhei-

mer and Szilard occ~rred in May 1945, in tbe Pentagon
office of the Manhattan Project’s director, Gen. Leslie

Groves.
4) The book claims that “These unidentified young

moles were junior scientists or administrators who
copied vital documents to which they were allowed access
by Oppenheimer, Fermi, and Szilard, who were knowingly
part of the scheme. ” [192] FBI and Army intelligence
agents monitored Szilard’s actions constantly, on orders

from Groves who disliked his impertinent style. A breech
of security would have been promptly detected.

j) The book claims that in 1946 Soviet secret police chief

Lavrenti Beria said “we should think how to use Oppen-
heimer, Fermi, and Szilard, and others around them in the

peace campaign against nuclear armament. ” [207-8] But
by the fall of 1945, the three were already outspoken public
advocates for the atom’s international control.

6) The book claims that through Soviet spy Klaus Fuchs
“we planted the idea that Fermi, Oppenheimer, and Szilard

oppose the hydrogen bomb. ” [208] But Fuchs left the United
States in 1946, and the H-born&s development was not de-
bated within the government by Oppenheimer and Fermi
until 1948-49. Szilard had no secufity clearance after 1946,
and only opposed the H-bomb when it was pubficly an-
nounced by President Tmman in 1950.—William Lanouette

❑
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OPPENHEIMER: ENIGMATIC

Who was Robert Oppenheimer? Was be, as the

Schecters and Sudoplatovs say, capable of transmitting
atomic secrets to Moscow during World War 11’?

Because Oppenheimer was given to Delphic utterances,
berause he had well known left-wing associations during

the lY30s and because the U.S. government in 1Y54 re-
voked his security clearance after secret hearings in which

the charges were never made clear, questions hover over
Oppenheimer and, despite the U.S. government’s restor-
ing his honor by giving him the Fermi Aw,ard in 1Y63, they

probably always will. In death. even more than in life,
Oppenheimer remains enigmatic.

After 40 Years Comes Charge of Treason

With publication of the Sudoplatov book, Oppenheimer
is charged once again, and this time the charges are devas-
tating He is accused in 19Y4, as he was not in 1954, of

treason. And his present-day accuser is not the U.S. gov-
ernment but an 87-year-old, ex-KGB general who spent a
lifetime liquidating people at the behest of Stalin and Be-
ria.

True, a partial transcript of the “oral history” interview

underlying the book shows the old gentleman eating his
words by adding that “these scientists were not our agents”

and “of course, we’re not talking about [Oppenheimer’s]
knowing there was any connection to Soviet espionage. ”

But the charges are there and require an answer.
The accusations about Fuchs are easily disposed of since

it is well documented that Fuchs came to Los Alamos as

part of the British mission and neither Oppenheimer nor
General Leslie Groves, director of tbe Manhattan Project,
had any voice in the make-up of the delegation. As for
Fuchs’ being given access to materfal he had no right to
look at, Fuchs was a cleared colleague. And, as for Fuchs’
influencing Oppenheimer, Fermi and Szilard to oppose the
hydrogen bomb, Fuchs left the United States for England
in 1946, a time when Fermi and Oppenheimer advorated
research into the weapon. They continued to favor re-

search but opposed a “crash program” of development
when the question became acute after the first Soviet A-
bomb test in 1949. (Szilard lacked clearance and had no
part in the H-bomb debate.)

The scientific director was closely watched— his mail

censored, his telephone tapped and a driver in the front
seat of his car to eavesdrop on his conversations. All offices
were swept at night by a lab official and four determined
WACS and, while it is true that office safes were on rare

occasions cracked, it took a Richard Feynman to do it.
Beyond this, every important espionage leak known to
have come from Los AIamos can be accounted for as hav-
ing come from Klaus Fuchs.

Moreover, no motive has been given for Oppenheimer
to spy. Russia was bound to get the bomb eventually, and
no secret given to them would produce a bomb before the
war with Germany was over. Oppenheimer wanted post-

AND CLOSELY WATCHED

war political control, no post-war arms races born of espio-
nage.

Oppenheimer could have been describing himself and
was surely describing what he believed in when he wrote of
Fermi that “HC is a man of the very highest personal

integrity and honor. Hc would not accept residence in this
country, and above all he would not accept collaboration
with a project of such vast potential consequence, without
regarding these as a personal commitment to be honored
under all circumstances. I believe it is this that guarantees

Fermi’s absolute loyalty. ”
I. 1. Rabi made a stab at describing the Sphinx-like quali-

ty of his friend, linking it to his virtues. “In Oppenheimer, ”
Rabi said, ‘<the element of earthiness was feeble. It was
this spiritual quality, this ref~nement as expressed in
speech and manner, that was the basis of his charisma. He
never expressed himself completely. He always left a feel-
ing that there were depths of sensibility and insight not yet

revealed. These may be the qualities of the born leader
who seems to have reserves of uncommitted strength. ”

In June of 1Y54, after the U.S. government branded
Oppenheimer a security risk, Rabi lamented that his friend

had been “persecuted, when he should hzive been knight-
ed. ” It is a bitter thing indeed that forty years later, in this

book out of Russia, Robert Oppenheimer should once
again be the victim of character assassination.

— Priscilla John.ron McMillan

❑

Priscilla McMillan, a fellow at Harvard’s Russian Research

Center, is working on a book about Robert Oppenheimer
and the development of the hydrogen bomb.

Robert Oppenheimer in 194j
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(continued from page 8)

PS: “I met with Terletsky in 1Y93, just before he died.

He recalled that at first Bohr was nervous and his hands
trembled, but he soon controlled his emotions. Bohr un-

derstood, perhaps for the first time, that the decision that
he, Fermi, Oppenheimer and Szilard had made to allow
their trusted scientific proteges to share atomic secrets had
led them to meet agents of the Soviet government. Bohr
had sent official confirmation to the Soviet embassy that he
would meet with a delegation, and now he realized that the
delegation contained both a scientist and an intelligence

officer. Thus, after this first contact with Vassilevsky, Bohr
preferred to speak only to Terletsky, his scientific counter-
part. There was no choice but to let Terletsky meet Bohr
alone with our transl ator. ”

Vassilevsky Not At Bohr Meeting

AK: According to Terletsky, the meeting was organized
with the help of Danish Resistance. He did not know

details, but mentioned delay and some problems. It is quite
probable, that Bohr did not want to meet with Vassilevsky,
and apparently there was no direct “first contact” between
them. Only Terletsky and interpreter came to visit Bohr at
his institute.

Terletsky mentioned no nervosity on Bohr’s part, he
wrote about trembling hands without any dramatism, in

connection with Bohr’s age. Tbe idea about Bohr’s and
other’s decision etc. is entirely Sudoplatov’s. Terletsky was
informed about Bohr’s previous contacts with the British
intelligence during the time of the German occupation, but

he makes no hint on any possibility of Bohr’s either former

or later conscious or unconscious help to Soviet intelli-
gence, other that the meeting described.

PS: “Terletsky thanked Bohr in the name of scientists in
Russia known to him, for the support from and consulta-

tions with their western colleagues. Bohr readily explained
to Terletsky the problems Fermi had at the University of
Chicago putting the first nuclear reactor into operation,
and he make valuable suggestions that enable us to over-
come our failures. Bohr pointed to a p~ace on a drawing

Terletsky showed to him and said, “That’s the trouble
spot. ” This meeting was essential to starting the Soviet
reactor, and we accomplished that feat in December
1946. ”

AK: Terletsky brought a letter from Piotr Kapitza,
which contained a general note on atomic policy problems
and recommended Terletsky as an able young physicist

without specifying the purpose of his visit to Copenhagen.
Terletsky asked his questions in the name of Kapitza. The
mentioning of previous support or consultations from Bohr
and other western colleagues is, again, entirely Sudopla-
tov’s addition.

In his account, Terletsky avoids specifying the content of

tbe questions he asked, but only makes a general judge-
ment. No drawing is mentioned. Bohr gave answers of a
very general nature, always referring to his unawareness of

technical details of the American project and stressing,

that such qualified physicists like K~pi&a and Landau

\vould certainly be able to solve the problem. Tcrlctsky
understood, that onc of the questions was not correctly
formulated. Bohr also gave him a copy of the recently
declassified Smyth report, which was apparently new for

Soviets, but shortly thereafter received in another copy
directly from the U.S. In the Soviet embassy in Copenha-
gen, Terletsky and the interpreter wrote down what they

had remembered from Bohr’s answers, and returned back
to Moscow.

Soon, having read the Smyth report and other docu-
ments and having got more infc>rmcd about the status of

Soviet work, Terletsky came to the conclusion, that Bohr’s
answers did not contain anything particularly new for Sovi-
et physicists. The purpose of the whole operation re-
mained obscure for him.

In general, Terletsky’s reminiscences appear a much
more reliable source than that of Sudoplatov. They contain
fine authentic details, carry the style and the mood of
immediate post-war time, display a sort of disinterested-

ness, at least in admitting that the c>peration was a failure.
If now, on the basis of this episode, we try to judge the
valuability of Sudoplatov’s recollections, a conclusion can
be like this: Sudoplatov is quite reliable when he writes
about his own unit, subordinates and, probably, agents

directly connected to it and their assignments. When he
comes to describing the agent’s contacts with their sources,
he goes well onto fantasies. And he should not be trusted
when he speaks on scientific and technical topics and
judges the valueablility of particular information for actual
work on the Soviet bomb. —Alexei Kojevniko v

❑

(continued from page 4)

learned that Jerry had not circulated the book to scholars

in advance. His defense was that the KGB would have
been able to stop the book if they had learned of it. It
seemed more likely that the decision not to circulate the
book was made to prevent the “scoop” from leaking.

At the Center, the Schecters confronted Amy Knight

(an expert on Beria) and Stanley Goldberg (an expert on
Los Alamos and Groves).

Ms. Knight showed that Sudoplatov had not, in fact,
been “Director of Intelligence” to a Special Committee on
Atomic Energy set up and headed by Beria in 1942—as the
book asserts on page 179. On the contrary, the committee
was not established until 1945. It appears that Sudoplatov

was not directly involved in atomic espionage during the
key years of its success but was, instead, running guerrilla
operations behind German lines. (See pg. 7)

Goldberg presented a table of 18 claims made in the

Sudoplatov book, compared them with known evidence,
and then provided his conclusion. From this, it was evident
that the chapter was wrong about Bohr and hence that the
chapter was wrong in stating that his views had infected
other scientists and “helped strengthen their own inclina-
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tions to share nuclear secrets with the world academic

community”. (p. 172)

Indeed, the false notion that Bohr wanted to share “se-
crets” is repeated five times in the chapter; in one case, it is

even falsely attributed, by specific footnote, to The Mak-
ing of the Atomic Bomb by Richard Rhodes.

The Schecters Respond

That same day, the Schecters responded in The Wash-

ington Post. They said (twice) that documents proving
their case “eventually will emerge” and referred to Fuchs’
case officer, Feklisov, having written a memoir in which it
was said that Oppenheimer had asked for FUCIIS to be on

the British team.
Meanwbilc, the Post reported that KGB officials had

signed a book contract with American and other publishers
and were “planning tbcir own book on atomic spying, at
which time archival records will be produced”. So more of
this debate may be expected.

The very next day, the Post printed a further resPOnse by
McMillan who asked “Why credit the unsupported asser-
tion by Alexander Feklisov?” in the face of so much evi-
dence in the West to the contrary.

On May 3, The New York Times printed the critical
articles by A-my Knight and Richard Rhodes. Rhodes list-

ed a number of fundamental errors and, in particular,
showed how Bohr’s desire to prevent an arms race through
post-war atomic cooperation had been tw>isted in the mem-
oir into a desire to “share atomic secrets”.

There was wild uncertainty in the community about how
the book had been written. Stanley Goldberg wrote the
Times, saying “A more truthful title page might read, ‘by

Jerrold and Leona Schecter, with hints as to subjects from
Pavel Sudoplatov as prodded and directed by Anatoli Su-
doplatov’”. (FAS was unsuccessful in inviting the

,.”,. ‘“. RTESY ,“s .1.,!.”s ,,,1”.,,,. ,..B”RAm””

Hans Bethe denounced chapter.

13

Schecters to write for this PIR and cxpiain tbc process by
which the chapter had been prepared. )

Tbe few pages of the Sudoplatov transcript show him

saying of Fuchs, Szilard and Pontecorvo:
“These were people wbo liked tbe Soviet Union very

much. They didn’t want knowledge of the atomic bomb to
be concentrated solely in certain hands. It was on these
factors that the sympathies of Oppenheimer and many
others were based. ”

And in the book, on page 195, he says in talking about
the post-war world: “Since Oppenheimer, Bohr, and Fer-

mi were fierce opponents of violence, they would seek to
prevent a nuclear war, creating a balance of power through

sharing the secrets of atomic energy. ”
No doubt this was the view of Fuchs and Pontecomo—

committed communists womying that the capitalists would
have the bomb and the communists would not. But Sudopla-
tov seems to blandly assume that non-communist American

scientists, who feared an arms race and war, would also
assume that their best course was to “shares ecrets”.

As noted in our editorial in this issue, these are not
plausible motives for those accused. And when Sudoplatov

says, in his videotaped transcript, “There was the fear that
the U.S. hadn’t developed the project far enough yet. The
U.S. didn’thave enough ofitsown physicists of interna-
tional stature,” it sounds as if he had not the slightest idea
what American scientists were thinking.

But above all, if as Sudoplatov says, “we’re not talking

about his [Oppenheimer’s] knowing there was a connec-
tiOntO SOviet espionage. SOviet espionage was never men-

tioned. “-then how do we get a sentence like:
“Oppenheimer, together with Fermi and Szilard, helped

usplace moles in Tennessee, Los AIamos, and Chicagoan

assis~ants inthose three labs.” (pg. 190)
How can you help place moles without being involved in

espionage? In sum, Sudoplatov’s own testimony is thor-
oughly contradictory. Did they “knowingly cooperate”
with Soviet espionage or not?

Post Editorial Denounces “KGB Memoir”

On May 4, The Washington Po.!teditor~al said: “It is
difficult to imagine someone who deserves less to be taken
at his unverified word” than Sudoplatov.

The next day, Reuters quoted both Oppenheimer’s son,
Peter, and Niels Bohr’s son , Aage, wondering if there had

been any “fact-checking” on the book.
On the same May5, the Russian Foreign Intelligence

Service denounced the book:
“Allegationst hat Soviet intelligence received inforrna-

tion on the atomic bomb directly from such noted scientists
as Enrico Fermi, Leo Szilard, Robert Oppenheimer and
others do not correspond to reality. ”

It said the book was a “mosaic of truthful events, semi-
truth and open inventions” and “The very events and the
role of many participants are interpreted in a free and often
the wrong way”.

According to the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service,
“Pavel Sudoplatov had access to atomic problems during a

——— —.——.. .- —— -
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relatively brief period of time, a mere 1.2 months, from

September 1945 to October 1Y46, when be was in charge of
special department ‘S’. Department ‘S’ had no direct contact

with tbe agents’ network”. This agreed whh Amy Knight.
Jerry Schecter’s seemingly disingenuous response, in the

May 6 New York Times, was that this seemed an “indirect
confirmation” of his charges, since Sudoplatov “had never
claimed that Oppenheimer, Fermi, Szilard and Bohr had

directly handed over material but he affirmed they knc)w-
ingly cooperated”.

Planting moles in installations and then letting them copy

material would certainly seem to be “directly” handing over
material. Still, Jerry got MacNeil/Lehrer to carry it as his
response. The same New York Times letter said a Red Star
article had confirmed that Sudoplatov headed the second

intelligence bureau. But Amy Knight’s aflicle had never
denied this—only said it started much Iatcr than 1Y42.

In this same Ictter, Schecter said that Bohr’s help to the
Soviet Union was “verified in z Discovery Channel video-
taped interview” of Terletsky before he died. A spokes-
man for the Channel denied it, and we Iearncd that The
Boston Globe had been told on May 7 that “The Schecters

are making claims about our documentary even though
they have not seen it. We do not appreciate this and are
taking steps to request they stop citing us”.

Jerry also referred to a Red Star article, one “confirming
the place” of Oppenheimer, Bohr and Fermi in Sud(>pla-

tov’s story. But this article turned out to be b~sed entirely
on the Sudoplatov book and interview by the publication
with Sudoplatov himself! (Not an independent confirma-

tion, this same distortion was repeated in The Washington
Post over the signature of Roger Donald, Vice President of

Little-Brown, who later confessed to FAS that he had

A Review in The Econotist

“Can Sudoplatov be tmsted’? Yes, say Mr. and
Mrs. Schecter in their Introduction, for ‘what con-
cerned Sudoplatov most was accuracy in the details.’
Curious. The whole hook is replete with so many
inaccurate “dettils’’—from wrong dates and spellings
to outright distomions—that one is tempted to put

down tbe volume even before reaching that fateful
chapter, ‘Atomic Spies.’ Edvard Benes, the late presi-
dent of Czechoslovakia, was ceflainly not, as Sudo-
platov claims, a Soviet agent, nor did he flee his coun-
try with the assistance of tbe NKVD, nor did he sug-
gest to Stalin that the Soviet Union organize a coup

against the Yugoslav king and his pro-Geman regime.
The British did not, in the late 1930s, seek an agree-
ment with Hitler to suppofi him in a war against the
Soviet Union

“If much of the book is a mixed bag, ‘Atomic Spies’
is a disaster. It reads like one of the transcripts of the
Moscow Trials in the 1930s, with repofis on conversa-

tions that never took place and people who never
existed .” ❑

never seen the Red Star article, or a translation. EvidentIy,
Little-Brown vice presidents were not fiict-checking the
letters they signed, much less the boc>ks they sold. )

The Schecter letter says his critics tlrc histc)rians and

journalists vhose “work is underlnincd” by tbc Sudopla-
t(>v charges and that people who dismiss this are “naive at
best and dishonest at worst”.

A letter was also printed in The New York Times hy
Robert Conquest who had provided the Sudoplatov book”
with the Foreward. Conquest is a maj Or histOrian Of the

Stalin pcric]d. His Iettcr seemed to distance himself from
the “Atomic Spies” chapter by saying”1 was not primarily
interested, und cktim no special expertise in atomic spy
rings “. Up to this point, no non-p>irticipant in this
book seems to have defended this chapter.

Even Edward Teller Questions The Book

On MtIy 11, Edward Teller, in The Wal/ Streer Journal,
defended Fermi against the “scandalous accusations ag:linst
numerous well-known scientists who have passed away” and
x~id he bad a hard time understanding wby the mcdtia had
given such attention to ZIch’iptcr that is “cemainly wrong in

some essential parts”. He said “Fermi was apolitical. But he
simply and clearly opposed the Stalinist nightmare even
more than he opposed Mussolin~’. (See pg. 9)

Robert Gates Urges Caution

In assessing KGB memoirs, former CIA director Robert
Gates told FAS that wc could expect “scams to make
money, selective disclosure, inaccurate d(>cuments includ-
ing forgeries or plants and that, as a result, the chances of
falsely defaming a person would be enormous”. He felt

that such disclosures should be treated “very cautiously”.

The Interview With The Schecters

Provided on pg. 6 and 7 is an interview with the

Schecters. They do not feel embarrassed at having helped
level such serious charges without substantiation. More
surprising, they are openly uncertain themselves what the
charge of “knowingly cooperated” leveled against Oppen-
heimer, Fermi and Szilard really meant. At the core of tbe

book’s sensation is astonishingly little.
Adam Ulam, younger brother of the real father of the H-

bomb, Stanislaw Ulam, and a distinguished Sovietologist
at Harvard, summarized the book review> he wds doing for
The New York Times. He felt this chapter was based on
“hearsay”, was “very muddled” with “no proofs” and
many incorrect names and dates. He said that all such

books of KGB disclosures had “inventions” mixed with
truth. He was also critical of other chapters but called the
book “useful”

MacNeil/Lehrer Transcripts Arrived

Itturned out that in the first “Newshour” report, Charles

Krause, the intemicwer had said, inaccurately, that Sudopk-
tov was in charge of “running the spy rings” that provided the
information. But later fiause obscmed astutely that Sudo-
platov “provides few details of espionage activity from late
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1943 to 194j despite his direct contr(>l t>ver Soviet spy ritlgs

during that period”. Kntuse says the book \vas the result of
a “two-year clandestine” collaboration.

Schecter had said the book was done “according t(] jour-

nalistic and historical standards’’— but it bad not, cle>lrly,
been checked out with the community of histori~ns. And

the “clandestine” nature of the cc)llaboration had preclud-
ed the normal checking. (FAS learned that one expert,
“witting” about the project, bad been cautioned not to
discuss it with others.)

Jerry persists in saying, on the basic charge, “NOW
whether that’s treason or not depends on how you look zit
it”. He feels it was “against the law” to discuss it but that

the scientists involved “felt that it was so big that it should
be shared”. Both Sudoplatov and Schecter scc,n to feel the

need to soften the charges from treason to higher loyalty.

David Holloway of Stanford University

Later, we reccivcd an article from Holloway, soon to

appear in Science Magazine, that s~]ys that the book’s doc”-
ments showed Kurchatov (Oppenheimer’s Soviet counter-
part) knew too little and too late to have been helped by
Fermi, or anyone with access to Fermi’s work in Chicago.

So, not only was the Terletsky affair a fantasy but Fermi
was pretty well cleared by the book itself! David Holloway,

who seemed to have the best grasp of anyone in tbe coun-
try on the details of all this, said Sudoplatov might have
wanted to “make money or to cause mischief’ but that “his
American co-authors are very much to blame for not mak-
ing the effort to check out his serious, but unsubstantiated,

charges. ”
The Wall Stree[ Journal reviewer, William M. CarIcy,

said “Old Soviet spies never die, they just write books with
sensational allegations in bopcs of making lots of money. ”

On May 14, we got the advance text of Thomas Powers’
piece for the New York Review of Books. After disposing
of a number of errors in the chapter, he said:

“These genuine documents [in the Appendix] refer almost
entirely to materials obtained from Fuchs, and make no
reference to the sort of high-level intelligence which ought to
have been available from Oppenheimer, Fermi and Szilard.
The account of atomic espionage printed in Special Tasks is

an unrelieved mess—contradictory, often incoherent, rid-
dled with error, and unsupported in its major claims that the
leading scientists who are named committed espionage. Be-
fore historians and biographers attempt the labofious task of

deciding whether any of these things really happened, they
should first address the more basic question whether Sudo-
platov actually said they happened.”

Powers complained that the book had “more authors
than a Hollywood movie with script trouble” and bad been
“hurried secretly into print in the manner now reserved by
publishers for sensational revelations. ” Time Magazine
and the MacNeil/Lehrer “Newshour” had “abandoned all
accepted journalistic practice by treating what amounted

to unsupported charges as proven”. This had resulted in
“widespread public acceptance” that “no amount of de-

bunking” in reviews could erase.

Terletsky Interview Surfaces

Meanwhile, on May 13, FAS h;id received an article
fro~n Alcxci Kojc,tlikov {>f the Institute for History of

Science in Moscow who had intervicweci Terletsky in 1992-
93. Hc compared the Sudoplato\ interview with the book
and found devastating differences (See pg. 8). He said it

showed Sudopkttov going well into “fantasies” when he
discussed agents and their cc]ntacts with third parties.

Since ~ln Izvestia article had said that the miiin Sudopkttov
ch~lrgcs itl this chapter were false but that the Tcrlctsky
episode was true, it may be that Beri~l told Stalin that the
(Beria-initilted) mission was a succcss even though Terletsky

said it was a failure. On the wcckcnd of May 14, Jerv
Schecter told me that they were sc:irching, in Moscow, for a
KGB intcwiew that would support the Sudoplatov version.

Time Semi-Apologizes

On Monday morning, May 16, Time Mugcfzine reviewed
the controversy. It quoted Anzitoli Sudoplatov JS saying
that the report was “based on oral witnesses rec(>n-
structed from memory” of what bis father had Iearncd
from spies he worked with. Time said these 51)-year-old
mem(>ries “seem to have led” to “some serious errors and

inconsistencies” and precisely specified five major ones. It
called the case against the book “troubling”.

Among other things, Time confirmed Holloway’s char-
ge ,noting that a memo in tbc appendix dated July 3, 1943

shows Kurchatov musing that the Americzlns might con-
duct a successful self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction “in
the near future” when, in Pact, it had already been done on

December 2, 1942! This is inconsistent with the book’s
statement that the Russians had received a “full report” on

the Chicago pile by January 1943. (p. 182) And it is incon-
sistent with the notion that Fermi was spied upon at the
tilnc, or that he “was prepared to provide information”, as
the book asserts, early in 1943.

Another Absurd Oppenheimer Charge

The book says Fuchs reported that Oppenheimer had
refused to sign the Smyth report because it had “disinfor-
mation” in it. I called Hans Bethe, Richard Garwin and
Bob Bather [the last a key lieutenant of Oppenheimer’s].

Each of them denied there had been any “misinformation”
in the report then, or found since. They said Smyth would
never have agreed to put any misinformation in the report.

Finally, as Richard Gamin pointed out, Oppenheimer

could not have been asked to “sign” the Smyth report be-
cause he was only a lab d~rector. Instead, the report srates on
its cover “written at the request of Major General L. R.
Groves” with a foreword by Groves and a preface by Smyth.

At this stage, FAS asked the Schecters to send whatever

sttppoflive material they had. There was astonishingly little:
a deliberately misleading editorial from the Washington
Times, an article from Le Monde we could not translate by

press time and a column by Norman Macrae published in the
London Sunday Time.$. Macrae said he had, while writing a
biography of John von Neumann, “glimpsed grounds” for
suspecting three of the four accused. Not one word in the
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column was devoted to what these “glimpses” were.

On May lY, wc received Walter Laqueur’s harsh review
for the June 8 New Republic entitled “Red Herrings”. Hc
said “let the buyer beware” should be printed on the cover
of this book and wrote:

“HOW reliable a witness is Sudoplatov? To judge by the
non-nuclear part of the book (12 chapters out of tbirtecn),
his record is dubious. Soviet intelligence did, of
course, have its successes and not everything in this b(>ok
seems to be wrong. But it would take a committcc of
experts to disentangle fact from fiction .”

FAS called “Book of the Month Club” and “History
Book Club”, both of which had bought the book. We
asked Communications Director Colleen Murphy to de-
scribe how the book had been chosen. She said they did not
“endorse” books. The clubs put out Special Task,! as a
“high profile and controversial” sclcctic~n which members
would be interested in. Important in their decision was that

Conquest, whom she called a “revered figure,’ in Soviet
history studies, had written the Foreward saying Sudopla-
tov “emerges as one of the most valuable of all possible
sources” for the Stalin period. No experts had reviewed it.

On May 20, as we were going to press, Jerry Called to
suggest we look at The Wall Street Journal. Robert Con-
quest had published 1200 words in the letters column.

Conquest again distanced himself from the chapter saying
he was not “primarily interested,’ in the atomic spy-rings

which was only “one chapter, out of 13”. He said the
penetration of the atomic project \vas well-established and
“the detail is of minor historical interest”! He said he had
no “pards pris in the matter and hoped that some allega-
tions can be disproved, or extenuated. ”

He went on to write, however, as if the charges were
established: “One true starting point is surely that all con-
cerned were acting on ethical principle. Some thought that
there were higher things than obcdicncc to their govern-
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mcnt “ He airily dismissed Tcllcr,s defense of Fcrnli
(whom Teller remembered as anti-communist and apoliti-

cal) as a belief that “genius is a guarantee of good behav-
ior”. He continued for several paragraphs on the assumption
that it was just the scientific community defending its own,

Conquest said the twc) versions of the story of bow Fuchs

got on the British team “do not seem inc(]mpatiblc” but
did not explain why and called it “a trivi:d point”. He said
It “seems impossible” that Kurchatov did not know about

Fermi’s achievement in good time. He said, also with”ut
explanation, that “these [documents] can bc interpreted
differently” but, in any case, evc,l if accepted would “only
show that Mr. Sudoplatov dated some events incorrectly’”.

Noting that the Khrushchev memoirs ~ind the Pcnkovsky
papers had been called fake, he said Sudoplatov’s testimo-

ny ought not be “sbruggcd off or shouted down”. He uxged
more disclosures and said that our first resource “seems
obvious’’—’’unpublishcd material fro!n deciphered inter-
cepts :ind other sc>urces in U.S. files.’, — J.J. S.

Sudoplatov Silent; Editors Embarrassed

In a May 27 Washington P[~st “Outlook” atiicle
David Streitfeld reported that SudopFatov is ollt of the
Moscow hospi~al and at home, bllt not giving any

intewiews. Little, Brown’s Roger Donald admitted to
Streitfeld that the book was a closely guarded project

omitted from its Spring caralogue because they feared
“the controversy would have instantly begun”. TZME

Ma~azinc, Managing Editor Gaines expressed regrets

that “We couldn’t exercise our normal Pact-checking
procedures or call the usual suspects, because it would
be viohating the confidentiality agreement. ” He said

they should have made it clear that TZMFS uswal
standards of accuracy did not apply. m

m


